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Abstract. The article discloses the usage of e-commerce technologies in trade enterprises on country, re-
gional and continental levels. It is identified that trade enterprises are implementing e-commerce tech-
nologies according different standards. It is defined that between trade enterprises located in countries, 
which are top dominant in ICT-related patenting, enterprises in Japan are the most active in adaptation of 
e-commerce technologies. In the article sub-space, functioning according to the similar standards of im-
plementation of e-commerce technologies, is determinated. By using the study results, trade enterprises, which are the most suitable for fast adaptation of e-commerce technologies, are identified. By assessing 
the application of e-commerce as an innovation, trade enterprises are classified into different types.  
Keywords: e-commerce, innovation, implementation, trade enterprise, sub-space. 
.

1. Introduction 
The world has been changing: traditional economies are replaced by digital economies placing greater focus on knowledge and technologies. E-commerce technologies are given exclusive significance under such conditions. Enterprises in-troduce e-commerce technologies with an aim to improve their methods of trade and supply. The application of e-commerce technologies is significant for enterprises dealing in trade. The revenues of trading companies constitute 66 % of the gross domestic product (GDP) in the European Union, and 74 % of the GDP in Lithuania. Within the enterprise structure, there are 31.8 % of enter-prises engaged in trading activities and employing over 30.9 million employees, of which 280.8 mil-lion works in the European Union. The application of e-commerce technologies in trading companies determines the necessity to iden-tify and solve the following key issues: – The processes of e-commerce technologies adaptation in trading companies have not been widely discussed. – The existing theoretical knowledge is not adequate to changes taking place in trading compa-nies. The goal of this article is to disclose the practise of applying e-commerce technologies in trade enter-prises on country, regional and continental levels. The article is based on statistical analysis, comparative analysis, and empirical analysis. 
2. The concept of e-commerce 
The meaning of e-commerce has changed over the last decades. 30 years ago the term “e-commerce” 

was used to describe the facilitation of commercial transactions by electronic means. Such e-commerce technologies allowed the sending and receiving of commercial documents (for example, electronic orders and invoices). In 1994, then Internet became popular worldwide, the first on-line shopping started. Since then people associated e-commerce with the ability to purchase goods through the Internet. Shortly, e-commerce can be described as the usage of electronic networks (Internet and elec-tronic data interchange (EDI) networks) for buying and selling goods. In literature quite often the broader term is used. E-commerce is considered as a concept for trade based upon products and ser-vices that are being marketed, contracted, and paid for over the Internet (Bergendahl 2005).  The definition of e-commerce, specified by T. Šarapovas, considers e-commerce, as employment of electronic networks for simplifying and expedit-ing the purchase-sales process of goods with the goal of reaching cost economy, conditional to greater business effectiveness (Šarapovas 2005).  In the aspect of business processes e-commerce is defined as the use of electronic net-works with the objective to simplify and fasten all phases of business processes: from the production of goods to the sale and delivery (Šarapovas et al. 2006). In the literature e-commerce concept is ana-lysed by Bergendahl (Bergendahl 2005), Barnes (Barnes 2007), Chaffey (Chaffey 2007), Deans (Deans 2004), Kornum (Kornum 2005), Korper and others (Korper et al. 2001), Kraemer (Kraemer 2006), Šarapovas and others (Šarapovas et al. 2006), Šarapovas (Šarapovas 2005), Tan and other (Tan et al. 2007) etc. 
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The development of e-commerce has two steps: – The first is called traditional e-commerce. This means the usage of e-commerce technologies. – The second is called modern e-commerce. This means the usage of more advanced e-commerce technologies, which have to be used because of the intensity of trade transactions. By applying such technologies it is possible to achieve relatively higher efficiency. There are four e-commerce models:  – Business-to-business model. It is described as the realization of electronic links between two or more enterprises. It is the most prevalent e-commerce model all around the world, being devel-oped since the origins of e-commerce and all the time being one of the main e-commerce develop-ment stimulators (Kvainauskaitė et al. 2005). – Business-to-customer model. It includes transactions between the retailer and consumers of final goods. The main form of business-to-customer model is electronic store (Kvainauskaitė et al. 2005). The main principle of this business model is connected with the efforts, which the company makes in order to give complete necessary informa-tion about its products to present or potential con-sumers, allowing them to order them, to pay for them and expect future services (Jovarauskienė et 
al. 2009). – Customer-to-customer model. It includes transactions between customers. The main form of customer-to-customer model is an auction. – Customer-to-business model. It is described, as the realization of business needs to buy goods from consumers. The main form of customer-to-business model is reverse auction. This means that the price of goods is offered not by the buyers, but by the sellers. Over the last decade, the development of e-commerce technologies in business is the subject, for which is being paid a great deal of attention. The development of e-commerce technologies in trade can be characterised by such tendencies: ac-cording information received from ISI Web of Knowledge database during 1963–2007 period, it is defined that the registration of patents in the field of e-commerce, started in 1998, most of pat-ents (around 32 %) were registered in 2002 (ISI Web of Knowledge 2007).  
3. The concept of trade  
Trade is an activity of selling goods. The word “trade” means to buy, sell or to exchange in goods. Trade is a branch of economy owing to which goods are transferred from the sphere of produc-

tion to consumption. Trade is divided into national and international.  Trade is a type of activity covering (based on the NACE classifier): – Trade in cars, spare parts, fuel, and repairs. – Wholesale, except for trade in cars, spare parts, fuel, and repairs (hereinafter referred to as wholesale). The core activities of wholesale trade consist in the resale of goods to professional con-sumers and enterprises. Prior to selling, goods, without changing the essential form of goods, may be sorted out, packed, mixed or repacked. – Retail trade, except for trade in cars, spare parts, fuel, and repairs (hereinafter referred to as retail trade). In a number of cases retail trade is conducted in stores; however there are also such trading forms as the sale of goods over the Inter-net, warehouse sale, etc. (Lithuanian Department of Statistics 2009). 
4. The concept of innovations under the techno-
logical progress conditions 
In scientific literature, technology is suggested to be assessed as innovation since any innovation has to start with an idea and to end with particular re-sults. Technology is the totality of knowledge cov-ering the proprietary law and scientific knowledge, as well as the results of investigations. Technology may be materialized and not materialized. Non-materialized technology implies constructive solu-tions, methods. Materialized technology encom-passes machinery, equipment, etc. (Knašas 2002). In literature, dedicated for innovations, e-comm-erce technologies are also considered as an innova-tion (Jin 2005). “Innovation” is an economic or social, most often technical term. OECD suggests the following definition: “innovation is the successful commer-cial application of new methods, introduction of new and improved already existing business solu-tions into the market” (OECD 2009). M. E. Porter defines innovation as the main factor of enterprise competitiveness (Ostaševičius et al. 2007). Broadly speaking, innovation is the introduction into the market of business solutions creating new business perspectives, value to consumers and shareholders, and affecting the growth of the gross domestic product (GDP). Modern GDP growth rates are also associated with technological changes: novelties, assimilation of scientific and technological knowledge, inven-tions (Jakutis et al. 2005). New technologies are developed and applied in different spheres of activities. Owing to the ap-plication of technologies, old production, trade and 
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supply methods are changed into technologically new and considerably improved methods that have been created by using new knowledge. These methods foster the production of new or techno-logically improved goods that may not be manu-factured, realized and delivered using the tradi-tional methods, or induce the enhancement of efficiency of production, trade or supply. The demand for new technologies is determi-nated by: – Expectations. The expectation of application of new technologies is an anticipated profit. If en-terprises are optimistic about future business condi-tions, they introduce new technologies more ac-tively. – Costs of acquisition, operation and mainte-nance of technologies. With the increase in these costs, the anticipated profit reduces; whereas with the reduction of costs, the anticipated profit in-creases, therefore the volumes of purchase of tech-nologies will increase or decrease accordingly. Ex-perts claim that after doubling the volumes of implementation, the costs of technologies reduce by 20-30 % (Snieška et al. 2005). Given fast technological progress in modern economies, an opinion prevails that a strong economic entity that applies an old technology frequently looses to the economic subject that applies a more progressive technology (Jakštas 2001), since by applying a new technology it is possible to achieve a relatively higher productivity and efficiency. In order to compete successfully in today’s global market the companies must be enough flexible and dynamic (Vasauskaitė et al. 2009). 
4.1. The assimilation of innovations 
The assimilation of innovations is unique. Some innovations are assimilated faster, others – slower. By analysing the assimilation of innovations in enterprises, the following types of enterprises may be distinguished (Fig. 1): – Enterprises-superinnovators. They are among the first ones to introduce innovations, and may share common experiences with other enterprises. – Enterprises-innovators. They face with espe-cially high costs of technology introduction. – Followers of innovators – early majority en-terprises. These are the majority enterprises which bring into use technology right after the enterprises-innovators. – Late majority enterprises. This group en-compasses small enterprises that install innovations late. 

– Conservative enterprises. These enterprises deploy innovations the latest. 

 
Fig. 1. Curve of the recognition of innovations 
(according to Roger’s, 1962 model in Sanchez, 2005) 
 In terms of percentage, there are quite few en-terprises-innovators; meanwhile the number of early majority companies is much more plentiful. The early majority enterprises devote more atten-tion to the analysis of advantages and opportuni-ties offered by innovations. The processes of the assimilation of innova-tions must be consistent. In order to achieve that innovation were recognized by the late majority, technologies are to be sometimes modified to fa-cilitate their application to a major extent. In the literature the assimilation of new technology is also analysed by Vasauskaitė and others (Vasauskaitė et al. 2009). The main point in Vasauskaitė and others (Vasauskaitė et al. 2009) study is given to the adaptation of the new technology for development of new products, processes and services. 
4.2. The application of innovations 
Among trading companies innovations are most actively applied by wholesale companies, and most passively – by retail companies (Eurostat 2009). Based on Eurostat data it is established that whole-sale companies applied innovations for the follow-ing goals: 17 % of them increased capacities of the company, 12 % – reduced operating costs per sale unit, 15 % – improved the flexibility of supply by the company. The turnover of wholesale companies that introduced innovations also increased by 14 % (Eurostat 2009). It is noticeable that the application of technolo-gies in trading companies is focused on the changes of processes; owing to their application, business processes are more actively developed and applied in trading companies. The application of innova-tions also fosters a dynamic development of trading companies. Trade may be characterized by the prevalence of the following trends: 

– Among trading companies in the European Union, the most innovative are wholesale compa-nies. 
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– Sub-spaces have been established in retail and wholesale trading companies. Each sub-space functions according to the similar standards related to the implementation of innovations. 
5. The application of e-commerce technologies 
Based on Planet Retail database covering 2.910 retail trade companies (in 140 countries of the world), an assessment is made how enterprises apply e-commerce technologies (Planet Retail 2008). Studies revealed that 13 % of trading com-panies (377 enterprises from 2.910 enterprises) apply e-commerce technologies. By assessing the application of e-commerce as an innovation (based on the curve of the recognition of innovations pre-sented in Fig. 1), the conclusion is made that e-commerce technologies are applied by enterprises-innovators (e-commerce technologies are applied by less than 16 % of enterprises). By assessing the application of e-commerce as an innovation, it is determinated that among trade enterprises located in Africa e-commerce technologies are applied by enterprises-superinnovators, in Asia – by enterprises-inn-ovators and in Europe – by early majority enter-prises. The study results show that trade enterprises located in Australia and United States are imple-menting e-commerce technologies according simi-lar standards. It is identified that among mentioned trade enterprises e-commerce technologies are ap-plied by enterprises-innovators. It is defined that between trade enterprises lo-cated in countries, which are top dominant in ICT-related patenting (such countries are mentioned in OECD report “Compendium of patent statistics” (OECD 2008)), enterprises in Japan are the most active in adaptation of e-commerce technologies. It is identified that sub-space, functioning ac-cording to the similar standards of implementation of e-commerce technologies, is formed among trade enterprises located Central Europe region (the region covers Slovakia, Poland, Czech, Hun-gary, Slovenia, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, and countries of Balkans). Herein, 9-13 % of trade en-terprises apply e-commerce technologies; only in Estonia this rate is much higher – 18 % of trade enterprises apply the mentioned technologies. It is identified that trade enterprises located in European Union are implementing e-commerce technologies according different standards: in the half of countries e-commerce technologies are ap-plied by enterprises-innovators, in the other half of countries – by early majority enterprises. On aver-age, 19 % of trade enterprises in European Union 

apply the mentioned technologies. The most active are trade enterprises in Sweden, United Kingdom, France and Finland, the most passive-trade enter-prises in Hungary (Table 1). The study results also show that among trade enterprises, enterprises in Sweden and United Kingdom are more suitable for fast adaptation of e-commerce technologies. 
Table 1. European Union trade enterprises, which apply e-commerce technologies 

By coun-
tries 

Number of 
trade enter-
prises, which 
are included 
in Planet Re-
tail database 

Number of 
trade enter-
prises, which 
sells goods 
using e-
commerce 
technologies 

Per-
centage 

Austria 8 38 21 % 
Belgium 10 56 18 % 
Cyprus 1 10 10 % 
Czech 4 35 11 % 
Denmark 7 32 22 % 
Estonia 3 17 18 % 
Finland 5 18 28 % 
France 19 68 28 % 
Germany 12 77 16 % 
Greece 4 25 16 % 
Holland 10 66 15 % 
Hungary 3 33 9 % 
Ireland 7 35 20 % 
Italy 11 68 16 % 
Latvia 2 16 13 % 
Lithuania 2 20 10 % 
Luxemburg 3 25 12 % 
Poland 6 45 13 % 
Portugal 9 42 21 % 
Slovakia 3 25 12 % 
Slovenia 2 18 11 % 
Spain 17 80 21 % 
Sweden 10 30 33 % 
United 
Kingdom 31 95 33 % 
European 
Union 189 974 19 % 

 
The comparison of trade enterprises with manufacturing ones shows that manufacturing and trade enterprises are implementing e-commerce technologies according different standards. The study results show that trade enterprises are most actively implementing e-commerce technologies in European Union, but most passively - in United States. By analysing US Census Bureau data, it is evident that on-line sales in manufacturing com-panies amount to 35 %, on-line sales in trade en-terprises amount to 14 % of total sales (US Census 
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Bureau 2009). By analysing Eurostat data, it is evident, that trade enterprises are more active in selling goods on-line: in European Union 15 % of trading companies and 12 % of manufacturing companies are selling goods using e-commerce technologies (Eurostat 2009). It is identified that between trading companies e-commerce technologies are most actively applied by wholesale companies, most passively – by enter-prises, which sell cars, spare parts, fuel, and repairs (Lithuanian Department of Statistics 2009). It is defined, that in European Union e-commerce technologies are more often used for purchasing goods. 26 % of trade enterprises pur-chase goods using e-commerce technologies (Euro-stat 2009). In case, if e-commerce technologies are used for selling goods, then they are used for selling goods via Internet, EDI networks and specialised electronic market places. 30 % of trade enterprises located in Iceland sell goods via Internet, 9 % of them – via EDI networks and 8 % of them – via specialised electronic market places (Statistics Ice-land 2007). Based on Lithuanian Department of Statistics data it is established that trading companies apply e-commerce technologies for the following goals:  – 21 % of them use e-commerce technologies for reordering of goods. – 29 % of them use for inventory levels, pro-duction plans or demand forecasts. – 19 % of them use for invoicing and pay-ments. – 13 % of them use for the management of sales and logistics (Lithuanian Department of Sta-tistics 2009). It is identified that e-commerce technologies are also used for – Sending electronic invoices. 21 % of trade en-terprises located in Lithuania send invoices on-line. – Receiving electronic invoices. 38 % of trad-ing companies located in Lithuania receive invoices via electronic networks. – Sending or receiving information about products. 34 % of trade enterprises located in Lithuania send or receive on-line information about products (such as price, description, etc.). – Sending or receiving transport documents. Electronic transport documents are sent or received by 22 % of trading companies. – Providing after-sale services. In such way e-commerce technologies are used by 5 % of trade enterprises (Lithuanian Department of Statistics 2009). It is defined that enterprises together with e-commerce technologies use website and automated 

EDI systems. It is identified that 31 % of wholesale companies located in Lithuania use website and 16 % of them use automated EDI systems (Lithua-nian Department of Statistics 2009). By analysing information about the applica-tion of e-commerce technologies compiled in the 
BEEP (Best e-Europe practices) database it is evi-dent that both, wholesale and retail companies sell goods to enterprises and final consumers. This is associated with the investments allocated for Internet trading. This is associated with the in-vestments allocated for Internet trading, which are relatively high for medium and small-sized trading companies (BEEP 2008).  It is identified that in European Union e-commerce technologies are used by trade enter-prises for selling goods in national markets. In European Union on-line sales in national markets amount to 87 % of total on-line sales. For exam-ple, in Spain, Germany sales in national markets amount to 90 %, in United Kingdom – to 89 %, in Lithuania – to 86 % of total on-line sales (Eurostat 2009). In comparison, in Canada sales in national markets amount to 44 % of total on-line sales (OECD 2007). The main goal of trading companies that ap-ply on-line trading is to become accessible to con-sumers of such regions where the company does not have representatives; also to sell goods to in-ternational distributors (BEEP 2008). Based on E-Business Watch and Edisoft data, the following e-commerce technologies are also applied in trading companies: – Electronic catalogues (for example, it is im-plemented by Argos, which is located in United Kingdom and Ireland. The buyers of industrial goods offered by trading company may browse through a company’s catalogue on the website, mobile phone or in the store itself). – On-line trading (e.g. high security and client service requirements meeting e-commerce tech-nologies are put into place (these technologies are certified with the Euro-Label mark); the greatest number of such technologies is applied in Ger-many and Austria. – Internet auctions (e.g. auction technologies are applied in Amazon.com, eBay.com, Price-
line.com, etc.; Amazon.com, eBay.com allow cus-tomer-to-customer internet auctions and publicize auction results; Priceline.com allows customer-to-business auctions and allows the sellers to enquire the buyers about the prices of goods). – Business-to-business platforms, which are used for sending commercial documents by enter-prises to trade partners (Edisoft 2009). 
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– Progressive e-commerce technologies, e.g. the sellers of goods may logon to the buyers’ data-base where information about sales by a buyer of goods and stock available in the buyer’s outlets is stored; and by implementing an enquiry may find out data of interest. On the basis of this informa-tion the sellers may claim payment for the goods sold, and form an order for goods by themselves. Such technologies are applied by Wal-Mart and other trading companies (E-Business W@tch 2004). By analysing information about the applica-tion of e-commerce technologies, it is defined that business-to-business application is used by whole-sale and some retail companies; and business-to-customer application is used by retail companies and companies, which sell cars, spare parts, fuel, and repairs (Statistics Iceland 2007). It is identified that business-to-business appli-cation is the most popular in trading companies. (Lithuanian Department of Statistics 2009). For example, in Korea business-to-business sales amount to 93 %, in Canada – to 73 % (OECD 2007), in Holland, France, Germany, Italy, Spain – to 88 %, in United Kingdom – to 80 % (Eurostat 2009), in Lithuania – to 81 % of total on-line sales (Lithuanian Department of Statistics 2009). By analysing information about the applica-tion of e-commerce technologies, W. Kesthong and others identified that among ten well-known trading companies, which specialise in e-comm-erce, such as Amazon.com, eBay.com, Buy.com, 
Priceline.com, etc. business-to-customer model is used by all enterprises; business-to-business model is used by nine enterprises (it is not applied in 
eBay.com), customer-to-customer model is used by three enterprises and customer-to-business model is the most unpopular and is used by one trade enterprise only (Kesthong et al. 2007). By summarising study results, the conclusion is made that business-to-business model is the most popular in trade enterprises. 
6. Conclusions 
The study results show that trade enterprises lo-cated in Australia and United States are imple-menting e-commerce technologies according simi-lar standards. It is defined that between trade enterprises located in countries, which are top dominant in ICT-related patenting, enterprises in Japan are the most active in adaptation of e-commerce technologies. It is identified that sub-space in Central Europe has been established among trade enterprises. The mentioned sub-space 

is functioning according to the similar standards of implementation of e-commerce technologies. By assessing the application of e-commerce as an innovation, the conclusion is made that e-commerce technologies are applied by enterprises-innovators. It is determinated that e-commerce technologies among trade enterprises located in Africa are applied by enterprises-superinnovators, in Asia – by enterprises-innovators and in Europe – by early majority enterprises. It is identified that trade enterprises located in European Union are implementing e-commerce technologies according different standards: in the half of countries e-commerce technologies are ap-plied by enterprises-innovators, in the other half of countries – by early majority enterprises. The study results also show that among trade enter-prises in Sweden and United Kingdom are more suitable for the fast adaptation of e-commerce technologies. The comparison of trade enterprises with manufacturing ones, shows that trade enterprises are most actively implementing e-commerce tech-nologies in European Union, but most passively – in United States. It is identified that among trading companies e-commerce technologies are most actively ap-plied by wholesale companies. The study results show that e-commerce tech-nologies are more often used for purchasing goods, receiving electronic invoices. In case, if e-commerce technologies are used for selling goods, then they are more often used for selling goods via Internet in national markets. It is also defined, that business-to-business application is the most popu-lar in trade enterprises. 
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